
Unlike many battery producers, Fullriver have total control, controlling 

the entire manufacturing process. From the grid casting, plate pasting, 

and final assembly all done at their award-winning manufacturing facility.  

The importance of that cannot 

be overstated, as it ensures       

total quality control. In fact,       

FullRiver have earned several 

quality assurance certifications 

including—S09001,IS014001, 

1SO18001, UL, CE and TUV for 

quality production systems. 

The Fullriver manufacturing        

facility produces a wide range of 

2, 6, 8 and 12-volt batteries, 

and although we don’t yet keep 

all of those sizes we have         

invested in a substantial range 

stocked here at our warehouse 

here in Exeter in all BCI, DIN 

and other International sizes. 



Every Fullriver battery series is      

designed to be charged and            

recharged hundreds of times. 

With the sealed, maintenance 

free aspect of all the AGM and 

GEL batteries, you can simply 

“Set it” and Forget it”. 

Long Lifespan – Fullriver DC Series AGM batteries typically last longer than 

their wet cell    counterparts due to 99.994% pure virgin lead, thick lead 

plates, with no maintenance  needed! The DC Series is built to cycle     

longer! 

Fast Charging – Fullriver AGM incorporates very low internal resistance al-

lowing for higher charge rates; up to 35% of total Ah for faster charging! 

Built Stronger – A true High-Durability battery, Fullriver DC Series AGM is 

constructed with thick, pure lead plates, and Over-The-Partition welds 

to greatly increase resistance to vibration and shock. 

Outstanding  Warranty -  FullRiver DC 

Series AGM batteries are backed by              

Industry leading warranty terms.             

Specialized coverage  for Commercial,   

Industrial and Solar. Decades  of               

experience building true deep cycle AGM   

batteries provides this high level of confi-

dence. 

 

 

Flexible Installation - AGM batteries 

can be mounted vertically or horizontally, 

allowing them to fit places traditional wet 

cell batteries cannot! Fullriver AGM        

Incorporates recombinant technology for 

long life, and no off-gassing like traditional 

wet call batteries. Install them inside with-

out the worry of dangerous explosive and 

corrosive gases. 


